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1939 Born in Baghdad
1962 B.A. in archeology
1964 Diploma in Art
1965 One man show in Baghdad
1965 Participated in group exhibition in Beirur
1966 One man show in Beirut
1967 One man show in Baghdad
1968 One man show in Baghdad

and participated in group exhibitions in lraq
and abroad.
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Graphic Composition
oil 100X82

1969
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Asbura Day
oil 100X82

1969
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Folklore Song
oil 100X85
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Slaughter of the Knight
oil 82X62
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Summer night
oil 100X85
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Dream
oil 100x82

1968
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Dhia al Azzawi

How to use Islamic symbols and signs without seeming precious or merely fotkloric, how to

hark back to Sumerian sculpture and myth without seeming to be merely an illustrator, how to merge

all these with the spontaneity of a dreamer; these are the secrets of Dhia al Azzawi's art.

His painting Functions on a multiplicity of levels: historical, Literary, religious, all subjected to

the severe discipline of a modem sensibility. He may be inspired by the characlers of "Gilgamesh,,

the ancient Mesopotamian epic. rhe passion and martyrdom of al Hussein at Kerbala, the fantasies of
the Arabian Nights, but he is first and foremost a superb colourist and a subtle draughtsnran whose

visions, rooted as they are in the psyche of his people. come out finally as contemporary allegories.

Azzawi's canvases remind one of Leonardo da Vinci's dictum that painting is poetry made

visible. As in poetry, his imagery, though often difficult to explain fully, has the authenticity of an

experience deeply embedded in tlre mind, reaching out for articulation.

Jabra l. Jabra
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